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Abstract—This technical communication describes a method to size the
drop weights used by submersibles for diving and surfacing taking into
account varying seawater density profiles. The method allows consistent
diving and surfacing performance to be achieved for differently sized
submersible and target dive depths. The conditions that need to be met for
safe operation of a submersible are described in this paper. The equations
needed to appropriately ballast a platform and size its diving and surfacing
drop weights are derived, highlighting some inherent limitations of using
a two drop weight method for certain types of mission. The performance
of the proposed approach is demonstrated through numerical simulations
for different sized submersibles and target depths. The results show
the effects of using different design parameters to illustrate some useful
patterns and trends that can assist submersible developers and operators
predict the effects of environmental and design uncertainties on important
operational parameters such as the time taken for diving and surfacing.

Index Terms—Marine vehicles, underwater technology, unmanned
autonomous vehicles.

NOMENCLATURE

A Projected surface area of a submerged body in the horizontal
plane, m2.

g Acceleration due to gravity, m/s2.
CD Drag coefficient.
M Total mass of the submerged body, kg.
MA Added mass of the submerged body, kg.
T Time taken for diving and surfacing, s.
V Volume of fluid displaced by the submerged body, m3.
W Total weight of the submerged body in air, N.
Wsub Weight of the submerged body in air with no drop

weights, N.
W ′

d Weight of the submerged body in surface water with both
drop weights, N.

W ′
o Weight of the submerged body in water with its surfacing

drop weight, N.
W ′

s Weight of the submerged body in surface water with no drop
weights, N.

z Depth, m.
ztarget Target depth, m.
ż Vertical velocity, m/s.
żm ax Maximum vertical velocity, m/s.
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żm in Minimum vertical velocity, m/s.
z̈ Vertical acceleration, m/s2.
β Aspect ratio of a prolate ellipsoid.
δ Desired minimum buoyancy in surface water with no drop

weights, N.
η Buoyancy design safety factor.
ρ Seawater density, kg/m3.
ρb Seawater density at deepest point in observation, kg/m3.
ρb̄ Seawater density at desired or average observation depth,

kg/m3.
ρs Seawater density at surface, kg/m3.
ωd Weight of the dive drop weight in seawater, N.
ωs Weight of the surface drop weight in seawater, N.

I. INTRODUCTION

T HIS technical communication outlines a simple method to bal-
last submersibles and appropriately size the drop weights they

use for diving and surfacing taking into consideration varying seawa-
ter density profiles. The objective is to provide a practical guide to
de-risk the operation of deep-diving untethered submersibles, such as
autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs), that use a two drop weight
method for diving and surfacing. This report is not intended to be a
review of diving, surfacing, and ballast control methods, but instead pri-
oritizes simplicity and ease of implementation over rigorous modeling
and accurate simulation. The method described uses only straightfor-
ward equations with input parameters that are easily attained. Sim-
ulations are performed to identify the effects of sizing decisions on
operationally relevant parameters for different sized submersibles. The
trends identified can assist submersible developers and operators gauge
the impact of submersible ballasting and drop weight sizing decisions
on operational safety under expected levels of environment and design
uncertainty.

A key component to achieve safe and energetically efficient operation
of submersibles in deep-diving applications is the effective control of
buoyancy over a large range of depths. A submersible’s buoyancy
depends on the density of fluid it displaces and so any change in
seawater density has a direct impact on its operation. In extreme cases,
such as at the bottom of the Mariana trench, the density of seawater can
be as high as 1080 kg/m3, approximately 6% higher than at the surface,
with density increasing as a function of depth by approximately 0.5%
per kilometre and also changing with salinity and temperature [1], [2].
The greatest variability in seawater temperature and salinity is seen in
the upper part of the water column at depths of <1000 m, where the
consistency between these parameters at different locations and times
increases for larger depths. While a detailed description of the global
variability of seawater density is beyond the scope of this paper, the
main trends are as follows:
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Fig. 1. Example vertical profiles of seawater temperature, calculated salinity, and seawater density in the Northwest Pacific (22o43.7’N 153o16.4’E). The data was
collected during the YK17-23C expedition on board the RV Yokosuka using an XCTD-4 expendable conductivity temperature depth profiler (The Tsurumi-Seiki
Co., Ltd.). (a) Salinity profile. (b) Temperature profile. (c) Density profile.

� colder water is more dense than warmer water;
� saltier water is more dense than fresher water; and
� higher pressure causes density to increase.

Fig. 1 shows the depth profiles of these seawater parameters mea-
sured down to a depth of 2 km in the Northwest Pacific (22o43.7’N
153o16.4’E) in October 2017, where seawater density has been calcu-
lated using the UNESCO TEOS10 thermodynamic equation of seawa-
ter [3]. Failure to account for changes in seawater density can result in
the following:

� a submersible being unable to dive to its target depth;
� increased power consumption and degradation in the quality of

data obtained due to inappropriate ballasting during observation;
and

� loss of the submersible due to it becoming trapped midwater
column unable to surface.

The objective of this paper is to outline a simple method that can
account for varying density profiles and demonstrate how these can
be used to determine suitable ballast conditions and appropriately size
drop weights for reliable deep-diving submersible operations.

The effects of nonuniform vertical seawater density profiles on the
operation and safety of submersibles should be considered during their
design. Methods to compensate for buoyancy effects include the use
of isopycnal hulls [4], passive oil and gas based compensators [5],
and active buoyancy control systems [6]. The use of emergency drop
weights is a common safety feature on AUVs and gliders [7]. These
are released in the event of an emergency, typically by activating a
burn wire, cutting power to an electromagnet or corrosion of a galvanic
element, to allow a submersible to float to the surface. The purpose of
these is to minimize the consequence of low probability but foreseeable
abnormalities such as a breached housing, loss of floatation material,
a collapsed buoyancy lung, or the submersible becoming trapped on a
foreign object. Sizing of these systems is not easily formalized since the
requirements vary significantly for different submersible designs and
application scenarios. However, there are many examples of buoyancy
control being used as part of standard operational workflows. Buoyancy
engines are the control device of choice for gliders and floats as they

Fig. 2. Schematic representation of diving and surfacing using the two drop
weight method.

allow the platforms to perform the repeat vertical profiles required
to collect data from the water column. Buoyancy engines typically
displace seawater with a low-density oil to adjust their buoyancy, where
the resulting buoyancy can be fine-tuned for different seawater densities
by varying the displaced volume [7]. Unlike gliders and floats, the
submersibles used in seafloor mapping applications typically maintain
a constant depth or altitude during observation and their missions often
consist of a single dive cycle. For single dive cycle applications reaching
depths greater than several hundreds of meters, the two drop weight
method, illustrated in Fig. 2, is an effective way to minimize energy
consumption and improve the safety of submersible operation. Two
electromagnetically retained weights, called the diving and surfacing
weights, are mounted on an appropriately ballasted submersible prior
to its deployment. This makes the submersible negatively buoyant at
the start of its mission so that it can dive without the need to use
its actuators. Once the submersible approaches its target observation
depth, it releases the diving drop weight. If the drop weight is correctly
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TABLE I
EXAMPLES OF FIELD OPERATIONAL AUVS USING THE TWO DROP WEIGHT

METHOD

∗Indicates changes resulting from modifications made since the most recent literature.

sized, this allows the submersible to achieve near neutral buoyancy
during observation. This is important to prevent unnecessary use of
energy overcoming a buoyancy offset and can also have an impact
on the quality of certain types of survey data such as low altitude
seafloor visual imaging where heavy use of vertical actuators can agitate
sediments and degrade image quality [8], [9]. The surfacing drop weight
is released at the end of the observation phase of the mission and the
submersible surfaces passively under its own buoyancy. The method
reduces the amount of energy spent during diving and surfacing and
is inherently robust to failure as a loss of power will result in any
retained weights being released, allowing the submersible to return to
the surface.

The best choice of technology for buoyancy control is application
specific. Beyond their inherent fail-safe nature, the major advantage
of the two drop weight method compared to buoyancy engines is the
large space saving that can be achieved for an equivalent change in
net buoyancy by using dense ballast materials like steel and lead with
densities of 7800 and 11 340 kg/m3, respectively. The method can
also be easily integrated into existing systems and is typically used
by submersibles that dive to depths of 1000 m or more, where self-
propelled diving, maintaining of target depth and surfacing can have
a major impact on the energy budget. The main limitations of the
method are that neutral buoyancy cannot be maintained over a large
range of observational depths during a single deployment (e.g., surveys
of the slope of a seamount) and it does not allow for multiple descent
and ascent cycles. As such, the method is used mainly by deep-diving
submersibles used for seafloor mapping. Table I gives some examples
of field operational AUVs that use this method together with their mass
and depth rating. These range from the relatively compact 2000 m rated
Tuna-Sand and Ae2000 series AUVs with masses of 240 to 380 kg, to
the medium-sized 6000 m rated ISiMI6000 with a mass of 809 kg and
the larger 4000 m rated r2D4 at approximately 1.8 tonnes [10]–[19].

However, despite there being many platforms using the two drop weight
method there are no published guidelines for sizing them. Larger drop
weights allow for faster diving and surfacing, increasing the proportion
of time that can be spent making observations and reducing the risk of
a platform being unable to float back to the surface at the end of its
mission. However, larger drop weights also require additional floatation
to maintain neutral buoyancy during observation and increase the power
used by a submersible to retain them. It is therefore important to develop
a theoretical basis to dimension the drop weights appropriately and
achieve a desired performance tradeoff.

II. METHOD AND ASSUMPTIONS

A competent buoyancy control system used by a submersible for
seafloor mapping applications must satisfy the following three func-
tional requirements:

a) be able to return to the surface after its missions and remain
afloat with sufficient buoyancy to avoid antenna washover and
facilitate recovery;

b) be close to neutral buoyancy at its target observation depth; and
c) be able to dive to its target depth.

The method described in this paper satisfies these requirements taking
as input:

� the displacement of the submersible; and
� the seawater density profile;

and an appropriate safety factor, η, which needs to be defined. It is rea-
sonable to assume that for any field operational AUV, the submersible’s
displacement is known. Seawater density profiles can be determined
from standard measurements such as conductivity-temperature and
depth (CTD) profiles, and expendable CTD (XCTD) or expendable
bathythermograph casts [20], [21]. The following assumptions are
made to minimise the number of inputs required by the method:

� contraction and expansion of the submersible’s volume is negli-
gible; and

� the volume of the drop weights is small relative to that of the
submersible.

These are reasonable as the materials used for pressure vessels (alu-
minium, titanium vessels, glass domes, ceramics) and floatation (syn-
tactic foam, glass spheres, ceramics) are rigid for most submersibles,
where the buoyancy effects of expansion and contraction due to changes
in temperature (<25 × 10−6 K−1 for the above mentioned materials)
and pressure (where housings are generally designed to operate within
0.2% offset yield) are more than an order of magnitude smaller than
the changes in seawater density seen during deep-diving operations
at sea [22], [23]. Other factors that can influence buoyancy, such as
absorption of seawater by floatation foams, are not considered as they
occur gradually over time scales larger than a single dive cycle for
routine submersible operations [24]. The method considers the weight
of the drop weights in seawater to be constant with depth. This is to
minimize the number of input terms required by the method as account-
ing for this effect would require additional information about the drop
weights used to be characterised (i.e., their volume or density). While
including these effects is not onerous, for drop weights made out of
high density materials such as steel or lead, i.e., density > 7800 kg/m3

comprising just a few percent of the submersible’s mass, the relative
contribution of the drop weight’s varying buoyancy due to changes in
seawater density would be in the order of <1% of the corresponding
total buoyancy change of the submersible, and so can reasonably be
considered negligible.

The design safety factor, η, is a positive constant defined as the ratio
of the desired net buoyancy of the submersible at the surface, δ, and
the trimmed weight of the submersible in air without any drop weights
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Fig. 3. Prolate ellipsoid used to model the submersible.

attached, Wsub , where

η =
δ

Wsub
. (1)

Functional requirement a) can be met by satisfying the condition

W ′
s ≤ −δ. (2)

W ′
s is the net weight of the submersible in surface seawater once it has

released both drop weights and resurfaced, as illustrated by “surfacing”
in Fig. 2. The equation can be expanded as follows:

Wsub − ρs · g · V ≤ −η · Wsub (3)

where the second term is the buoyancy of the submerged body, which
displaces a volume V of seawater, where ρs is the density of seawa-
ter at the surface, and g is the acceleration due to gravity. Typically,
it is desirable to have a net buoyancy of between 1% to 5% of the
submersible’s weight to ensure that the submersible breaks the surface
and floats the antennae needed for localization and communication.
This corresponds to having an η value between 0.01 and 0.05, where
a larger value increases the net buoyancy at the surface. A value of
η = 0 results in the submersible being neutrally buoyant at the surface,
which is undesirable as the submersible would not break the surface,
making it hard to spot and its antennae for localization and communi-
cation would remain immersed and so be ineffective. A small η value
would also result in a long period taken to reach the surface, which is
undesirable from an operational perspective. Furthermore, any loss of
buoyancy (e.g., fracture or chipping of buoyancy material) or increase
in weight (e.g., sediments becoming trapped in fairing material or a
small leak of a housing) during the mission would result in the sub-
mersible becoming unable to return to the surface. Since both ρs and
V are known, the appropriate weight in air to ballast the submersible to
achieve a desired value of η can be determined as follows:

Wsub ≤ ρs · g
1 + η

· V (4)

While this yields an inequality, if an appropriate value of η is
selected Wsub , i.e., the submersible weight without any drop weights,
can be trimmed accordingly to achieve the minimum weight in air that
satisfies (4).

Functional requirement b) can be met by satisfying the condition

W ′
o = 0. (5)

During observation the submersible retains only its surfacing ballast
having released its dive ballast at the end of the preceding diving phase,
as illustrated by “observation” in Fig. 2. Equation (5) can be expanded
as follows:

Wsub + ωs − ρb̄ · g · V = 0 (6)

where ωs is the weight of the surfacing drop weight in seawater. The
third term represents the buoyancy of the submersible, where the dis-
placed seawater has density ρb̄ at the desired observational depth. In
situations where the depth of observations varies, such as for surveys

TABLE II
SIMULATION PARAMETERS

on the slopes of seamounts [9], the average value of seawater density
at the observational depth should be used in (6). Since Wsub can be
determined from (4), (6) can be rearranged to determine the appropriate
weight in seawater for the surfacing drop weight as follows:

ωs = ρb̄ · g · V − Wsub . (7)

Functional requirement c) can be met by satisfying the condition

W ′
d ≥ δ. (8)

W ′
d is the net weight of the submersible in surface seawater when it has

both drop weights attached, as illustrated by “diving” in Fig. 2. This
can be expanded as follows:

Wsub + ωd + ωs − ρb · g · V ≥ η · Wsub (9)

where ωd is the weight of the dive drop weight in seawater. Since
seawater density increases with depth, it is important to ensure that
the submersible is still capable of diving when its buoyancy is at its
maximum, i.e., at the greatest depth of operation where the density
of seawater is ρb . For near constant observational depths ρb = ρb̄ ,
whereas for observations at varying depths, ρb > ρb̄ . This equation
can be rearranged to determine the size of the diving drop weight in
seawater as follows:

ωd ≥ (η − 1) Wsub + ρb · g · V − ωs (10)

where substituting in (7) yields

ωd ≥ η · Wsub + (ρb − ρb̄ ) · g · V. (11)

For constant depth observations, where ρb = ρb̄ , this further simplifies
to the following form:

ωd ≥ η · Wsub . (12)

A submersible can be appropriately ballasted and its drop weights sized
by solving (4), (7), and (11) [or (12) for near constant depth observa-
tions], where choosing the minimum values of Wsub and ωd , which
satisfy (4) and (11) [or (12)], ensures that both the diving and surfacing
rates are similar. The rate itself and robustness to uncertainty in the
submersible’s volume V, and change of seawater density is determined
by the choice of η.

III. SIMULATION

The diving and surfacing performance of submersibles using the
two drop weight method sized as described in Section II is simulated
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Fig. 4. Seawater density profile (red) determined from in situ measurements, as described in Fig. 1, and that modeled (blue) and extrapolated to full ocean depth.
(a) Overlapping region of the model. (b) Full model down to 12 km.

TABLE III
RATIO OF WEIGHT OF SUBMERSIBLE (IN AIR) TO SUBMERSIBLE VOLUME,

WHERE THE MINIMUM SIZE OF THE DIVING DROP WEIGHT (IN SEAWATER) ωd

IS GIVEN BY ηWsub IN (12)

The ratio Ws u b /V has been divided by acceleration due to gravity to give the value in terms
of equivalent specific gravity.

for a range of vehicle sizes and target depths. In the simulations, the
diving drop weight is released when the submersible reaches its target
observation depth, and it is assumed that the target observation depth
is constant within each simulated run. The simulations consider sub-
mersibles between 0.1 and 2 m3, i.e., approximately 100 to 2000 kg,
as this range covers a large proportion of ocean going AUVs that use
the two drop weight method (see Table I). Performance curves are gen-
erated for submersible volumes of 0.3, 0.8, and 1.8 m3, representing
small, medium, and large submersibles that use the two drop weight
methods respectively. These illustrate the change in diving and surfac-
ing times over a depth range of 0 and 11 km for values of η varied
between 0 (theoretical minimum but in practical terms unsafe) and
0.05. The change in diving and surfacing rates and the net buoyancy
during vertical transits are also computed for different observational
depths for a 0.3 m3 submersible. This size of submersibles is chosen
as small submersibles are more sensitive to the choice of η in terms
of the diving and surfacing velocities. The relative buoyancy and the
relative change in velocities during diving and surfacing, however, do
not change for different sized submersibles as long as their form factor
and the values of η chosen remain the same. Table II summarises the
simulation parameters used in this paper.

The simulation takes as input the vertical seawater density profile, the
volume of the submersible and the choice of η value. The submersible
is modeled as a prolate ellipsoid with an aspect ratio a/b or β, of 5, as
shown in Fig. 3. The drag coefficient of the submersible in the vertical
direction is computed using strip theory, where the contribution of thin

Fig. 5. Size of surfacing drop weights in seawater nondimensionalized by
submersible weight in air as a function of target dive depth for various values
of η.

strips that make up the submersible are integrated [25]. The Reynolds
number remains <5 × 105 for all simulated conditions, indicating that
a constant CD approximation can be used, where the drag coefficient of
each thin section is modeled as a two-dimensional circular cross section
with CD = 1.17. Integrating over the length of the submersible yields
a normalised vertical CD of 1.00, acting on the projected surface area
of the body in the horizontal plane, A, which lies normal to the vertical
direction of motion. The assumption is made that the submersible dives
and surfaces normal to its major axis and passively under its own weight
and buoyancy as described by the following dynamic equation:

(M + MA ) · z̈ +
1
2
· CD · ρ (z) · A · ż · |ż| =

∑
W − ρ (z) · g · V .

(13)

This has been modified from [26] to account for the increase in sea-
water density with depth. M and MA are the total mass and added
mass of the submerged body. The term ΣW is the total weight of the
submersible in each drop weight configuration, i.e., Wsub + ωd + ωs

during diving, Wsub + ωd during observation, and Wsub during surfac-
ing as illustrated in Fig. 2. The following additional assumptions are
made in the simulation:
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Fig. 6. Diving and surfacing times as a function of target dive depths for submersibles with a displacement of (a) and (b) 0.3 m3. (c) and (d) 0.8 m3. (d) and
(e) 1.8 m3.

� the vertical component of current is negligible; and
� the contribution of transient effects on the dynamics is negligible.

These are reasonable since the vertical components of ocean currents
are known to be in the order of 10−6 m/s in the water column [27],
which is five orders of magnitude lower than the diving and surfacing
rates considered relevant in this paper. Furthermore, the changes in
the hydrostatic forces that decelerate or accelerate the submersible’s
motion in the vertical direction only change gradually as it dives or
surfaces over large distances. The seawater density profile is modeled
by fitting the data shown in Fig. 1, where the initial 1.5 km is modeled
using a 6th order polynomial and beyond 2 km, the density is linearly
extrapolated down to full ocean depth. In the transition region between
1.5 and 2 km, a weighted average is used to achieve a smooth transition
between the two models. The modeled seawater density profile is shown
in Fig. 4.

For drop weights designed as outlined in this paper using the min-
imum values required to satisfy (4), (7), and (12), respectively, the
maximum and minimum vertical velocities can be derived from (13),
where the maximum velocity during diving occurs at the surface and
can be determined as follows:

żdm a x =
[

2 · g
CD · A ·

(
η

1 + η
+

ρb

ρs

− 1
)] 1

2

V
1
2 (14)

where the minimum vertical velocity during diving occurs at the deepest
target dive depth, which can be calculated as:

żdm in =
[

2 · g
CD · A ·

(
η

1 + η
· ρs

ρb

)] 1
2

V
1
2 . (15)

Similarly the maximum velocity during surfacing occurs at the target
depth, immediately after releasing the surfacing ballast and can be
determined as follows:

żsm a x = −
[

2 · g
CD · A ·

(
1 − ρs

ρb (1 + η)

)] 1
2

V
1
2 (16)

where the minimum vertical velocity during surfacing occurs at the
surface and can be calculated as:

żsm in = −
[

2 · g
CD · A ·

(
1 − 1

1 + η

)] 1
2

V
1
2 . (17)

For a prolate ellipsoid with an arbitrary aspect ratio β = a/b, (14) to
(17) can be expressed by the following power law relation with V,
where for diving:

żdm a x =

[
4.028

C
1
2
D · β 1

6

·
(

η

1 + η
+

ρb

ρs

− 1
) 1

2
]

V
1
6 (18)
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Fig. 7. Plots showing the (a) and (b) dive profiles, (c) and (d) net weight, and (e) and (f) velocity profiles for target depths of 1 and 6 km respectively for a
submersible of displacement 0.3 m3.

and

żdm in =

[
4.028

C
1
2
D · β 1

6

·
(

η

1 + η
· ρs

ρb

) 1
2
]

V
1
6 . (19)

Similarly for surfacing

żsm a x = −
[

4.028

C
1
2
D · β 1

6

·
(

1 − ρs

ρb (1 + η)

) 1
2
]

V
1
6 , (20)

and

żsm in = −
[

4.028

C
1
2
D · β 1

6

·
(

1 − 1
1 + η

) 1
2
]

V
1
6 . (21)

Equations (18) to (21) can be used to verify that there are sufficient
margins for safe operation allowing for any uncertainty in the input
parameters (i.e., V and ρ) for any target depth of observation.

IV. RESULTS

Table III gives the ratios of Wsub /V that satisfy (4) for discrete values
of η, where the minimum size of the diving drop weight to satisfy (12)
has been used in each case. These values remain constant with the target
dive depth and are constant for different values of V. Fig. 5 shows the

nondimensionalized size of surfacing drop weights calculated using
(7), which varies as a function of the target dive depth.

Fig. 6(a) to (f) shows the respective times taken to dive and sur-
face for different target depths and values of η, where η = 0 has been
omitted since in any practical scenario, any level of uncertainty would
massively impact the results. Each plot shows the depth of the sub-
mersible together with the corresponding net buoyancy and velocities
for different sized submersibles and η values. Wsub , ωd , and ωs have
been sized to satisfy (4), (7), and (12) for each set of conditions with
minimal redundancy. The trend observed is that for a given target depth
and value of η, the diving and surfacing times are faster for large sub-
mersibles than for smaller ones, where the relative difference is bigger
for small values of η. This is because volume, and so buoyancy, is a
third-order function of their dimensions, whereas their drag is a second-
order function, resulting in larger buoyancy or weight to drag ratios for
large submersibles and so faster diving and surfacing rates.

Figs. 7 and 8 show the respective diving and surfacing profiles of
a 0.3 m3 submersible for target depths of 1 and 6 km. Figs. 7, 8(a),
and (b) show the descent and ascent profiles with (c) and (d) show-
ing the net weights in seawater, and (e) and (f) showing the vertical
velocities. Larger values of η lead to larger net weights and so faster
diving and surfacing. Figs. 7 and 8(c) to (f) show that the net weight
changes due to the increased buoyancy of the submersible as seawater
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Fig. 8. Plots showing the (a) and (b) surfacing profiles, (c) and (d) net weight, and (e) and (f) velocity profiles for target depth of 1 and 6 km respectively for a
submersible with a displacement of 0.3 m3.

density increases with depth. The change in buoyancy drives a change
in vertical velocity with some contribution from the change in drag
due to the varying seawater density. As would be expected from the
seawater density profile in Fig. 4, the relative change in net weight
and vertical velocity are more pronounced for the deeper condition
due to the larger seawater density range. During the descent, diving
becomes more difficult as the submersible depth increases due to an
increased buoyancy as the displaced seawater becomes more dense.
Conversely, during the submersible’s ascent, its buoyancy decreases
as it approaches the surface and the displaced seawater becomes less
dense.

Fig. 9 shows that the relative change in net weight and diving and
surfacing rates is independent of submersible volume and can be de-
termined from the target dive depths and the value of η. The curves
show that in all cases, there is diminishing return in terms of limiting net
weight and vertical velocity change for increased values of η. For small
η values, the relative change over the range of depths the submersibles
pass through approaches 100%, at which point the submersible would
be unable to reach its target depth when diving, or unable to reach the
surface for recovery. The diving and surfacing performance for small

values of η is also significantly more sensitive to any uncertainty in the
input parameters, i.e., submersible volume and seawater density.

From Figs. 9 and 10, it can be seen that the maximum and mini-
mum vertical velocities are almost equal in magnitude, with opposite
signs for diving and surfacing respectively. While the relative change
in net weight and vertical velocity are independent of the size of
the submersible, Fig. 10 shows that the absolute vertical velocities
change with submersible size and target dive depths of 1 and 6 km
respectively. The maximum vertical velocity, which can be obtained
from (17) and (19), occurs near the surface during diving, as seen in
Fig. 10(a) and (c), and at the deepest point of the dive during surfac-
ing, as seen in Fig. 10(b) and (d). For any given displaced volume,
larger η values result in an increase in the maximum and minimum
vertical velocity for both diving and surfacing. Similarly, for any given
η value, an increase in the displaced volume results in an increase
in the maximum and minimum vertical velocity for both diving and
surfacing.

While the velocity profiles and so the time taken for diving and
surfacing, Td and Ts , depend on the density profile of the seawater (see
Figs. 7 and 8), the diving and surfacing times can be roughly estimated
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Fig. 9. Relative change in (a) net weight and (b) vertical velocity when the submersible reaches its target depth, and the relative change in (c) buoyancy and
(d) vertical velocity when surfacing when the submersible reaches the surface.

Fig. 10. Plots of (a) and (c) diving and (b) and (d) surfacing maximum velocities for a target depth of 1 and 6 km respectively, as a function submersible
displacement for different values of η.
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Fig. 11. Correlation between time taken to dive and surface simulated using
(13) and that predicted by the simplified relationship in (22) for 300 randomly
assigned combinations of η, V, and target depths within the ranges given in
Table II for β values between 2 and 10.

from the following relationships:

Td =
ztarget

0.5 (żdm a x + żdm in )
Ts =

ztarget

0.5 (żsm a x + żsm in )
(22)

where the maximum and minimum velocities determined using (18)
to (21) should be used to determine the time taken for diving and
surfacing respectively. Fig. 11 compares the output of (22) for 300
randomly assigned combinations of η, V, and target depths within
the ranges given in Table II for β values between 2 and 10 with the
corresponding output of simulations that solve the dynamic model
given in (13). The result shows that while (22) tends to under predict
the dive time and overpredict the surfacing time, it remains within a
5% of the simulated output, with the advantage that it can be directly
computed given the desired η value and seawater densities at the surface
and target depth for an arbitrary size submersible, without the need for
numerical simulation.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper has outlined a simple method that can be used to ap-
propriately ballast a submersible and size drop weights for the two
drop weight method for diving and surfacing. The method requires the
volumetric displacement of the submersible to be known alongside the
vertical seawater density profile and target dive depth, where all of these
parameters can be determined with relative ease. The results show that
larger values of η result in smaller relative changes in the buoyancy and
vertical velocity during diving and surfacing in realistic environments
that have depth varying seawater density profiles. While larger values
of η are favourable, the diminishing return in terms of the robustness
of passive diving and surfacing for very large values of η should be
considered when determining an appropriate value of η. The excess in
buoyancy required for high η values is expensive, especially for deep
diving submersibles, due to the high cost of sufficiently pressure rated
buoyancy material. Furthermore, heavy drop weights can lead to an
increased power consumption as they are typically held using electro-
magnets. The simulations show that small submersibles require larger
η values to achieve the same diving and surfacing times as submersibles
that are similarly shaped but larger in size. The relative change in div-
ing and surfacing rates and net weight/buoyancy due to changes in
seawater density, however, is independent of the submersible’s size.
The simulations illustrate the relative gains in the potential time spent

making observations through faster diving and surfacing that is offered
by having larger η values, and a simple method to approximate the
times required for diving and surfacing is described. The simulated
results and equations derived in this paper can help submersible de-
velopers and operators gauge the impact of sizing design decisions
and any uncertainty in the input parameters on diving and surfacing
performance when using the two drop weight method. Ultimately, the
choice of η depends on the uncertainty that exists in parameters such
as the volumetric displacement of the submersible, its ballasting and
the seawater density profiles, which must be balanced against the risks
an operator is willing to take during the operation of a submersible and
the value they assign to rapid diving and surfacing.
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